
Caesar and God  

Luke 20:19-26 
 

Theme: The state has a right to our tax money but 

God has the right to claim our lives. 

  

1) The Attempted Setup (vv.19-22) 

A) The political ____________   

B) The two ________ options  

2) What Belongs to Caesar (vv.23-24) 

A) Caesar’s _______ 

B) The Christian and the _______  

3) What belongs to God (vv.25-26) 

A) God’s ________  

B) _____ and the State 
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Answers: atmosphere, losing, image, state, image, God Answers: atmosphere, losing, image, state, image, God 



Small Group Questions 
 

1. Read Mark’s version of this story in Mark 12:13-17. Who 

does Mark say were the two principal parties involved in 

confronting Jesus about paying taxes to Caesar and why 

was this significant? 

2. What was the strategy of the scribes and chief priests that 

involved trick questions? What did they seek to 

accomplish? 

3. In what way did the "spies" act as hypocrites, that is, 

pretending they were something that they were not? 

4. Why did Jesus ask his opponents for the coin? Why 

would they have in their possession a coin that carried 

blasphemous inscriptions? 

5. How does Jesus' answer affect our attitude in paying 

taxes? What are some legitimate obligations we have to 

government?  

6. Are we ever to resist civil government? Compare 

Romans 13:1-7 and 1Peter 2:13-17 with Acts 4:13-22 

and Acts 16:25-40 

7. What does Jesus mean when he says to render to God 

what is God's? How do we do that? How do we live that 

out? 
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